From cadastre and topography to
Australia’s Foundation Spatial Data
Framework

Geoscience Australia

• Positioning tells you where (and when) you are…
• An image might show what is around you…
• But the other spatial data gives you the context to make decisions…
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Why People Matter: Social Drivers for National Mapping

Responsibilities of government
Shared responsibilities

Requires coordination

Our challenges
All events happen
somewhere, sometime.
Location is used extensively
in decision making
Similar drivers for location
information exist across levels of
government, industry and
community.
We are in an information
economy.
We live in an
interconnected world.
Foundation spatial data can
support economic and job
growth, reduce duplication,
and improve productivity.
Governments spend $millions
to maintain the foundation
spatial data “common asset”

Collaboration already recognised
by First Ministers Conferences

Spatial is “hidden” so it’s hard to show
how important it is

I don’t know what national needs
are for FSD

I can meet my legal / policy
/ public safety / business
needs using FSD

Quality of location information
doesn’t suit my needs.

I can assess
trustworthiness of FSD

Everyone uses different terminology
I can’t join FSD with my own data
I can’t find the data I want

I spend less $ and time looking for,
viewing, consuming and using FSD

I can reuse FSD for multiple
purposes

Licensing arrangements don’t work for me

I have $ and people, and can
spend less time maintaining FSD
I have less $ to maintain FSD

I don’t know what my role is in
maintaining FSD

I know my mandate, role and
responsibilities for maintaining FSD

Solutions have been focused on technology not
people, institutions or change management

I can show and see how
FSD is improving
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Business changes and benefits
Document reliability, quality and lineage of FSD

Dataset content and relationships meet
stakeholder needs
Users are aware of the importance of
FSD to their business

I can assess
trustworthiness of FSD

Intelligent use and user confidence
Consistency

I can meet my legal / policy
/ public safety / business
needs using FSD

Necessary for decision
making
Clear articulation of
national needs

Reduce time to market for updates
Datasets and data products are
interoperable with other information

I can reuse FSD for
multiple purposes

FSD is interoperable

Quickly discoverable, viewable, useable
Available at lowest cost and least restrictive licensing

Innovative, rapid and best practice
approaches are used to maintain FSD

I spend less $ and time looking for,
viewing, consuming and using FSD

I have $ and people, and can
spend less time maintaining FSD

FSD is affordable
and accessible

FSD is sustainably
managed

Agreed funding, and reuse of resources
Data sharing arrangements, and agreed roles,
between data suppliers and custodians,
aggregators and product owners.
Manage improvements

Clear articulation of roles
I know my mandate, role and
responsibilities for maintaining FSD

I can show and see how FSD is
improving

Change Management

FSDF Registry

FSDF OUTPUTS
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As a whole,
this may
never have
been done
before in the
world…
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How we are
going to do it…
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Australia & New Zealand Foundation Spatial Data
Framework
Similar to INSPIRE
• dealing with a range of stakeholders to
meet continental-wide issues

• Not legislated – more collaborative
Foundation spatial data supports a range of
government and community decisionmaking – we don’t just “make maps”
The Framework will address challenges
around trustworthiness, responsibility, cost
and timeliness of foundation spatial data
Very strong focus on “open” data and
platforms

FSDF Registry

What will the “Registry” do?

Glossary
Dataset Register
Data Products Register
Dataset and Data
Product Models
Dataset Dependencies
Register
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As a user I can:
• Discover data more smartly
• Assess data quality and lineage
• Discover best uses for FSD
• See how FSD is improving

As a supplier I can:
• Have my role recognised and endorsed
• Reuse models and business cases
• Track progress on FSD improvements

Standards

Prototype currently in Microsoft Access
Program Management
Skills and Expertise
Development Plan

Future: distributed in the cloud, dynamic
updates

Progress so far this year
• Program established with governance framework.
• Stakeholder consultations with state and territory agencies,
other Commonwealth agencies.
• First-pass incorporation of national user needs.
• First-pass supply chains for most datasets identified. Draft
measures of success for jurisdictions developed.
• FSDF Registry Prototype developed
• Aiming to have significant improvements to data
quality, time to market, custodianship, delivery and
access for the foundation spatial datasets by end 2018.

Take home messages
FSDF is a change program on Australia’s “common asset” of
location information
Users rely heavily on the same trusted information to make
decisions that affect people’s safety, prosperity, and environment

• I can tell where my data has come from and what has been
done to it
• I can assess the trustworthiness of foundation spatial data in
order to make intelligent decisions or reuse for different
purposes
• I spend less time and money looking for, viewing, consuming
and using foundation spatial data
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Take home messages
Suppliers of foundation spatial data also receive benefits:

• Reduced costs and time taken, and improved data quality
• Extension of mandate to, and investment by, national policies
• Clear identification of user dependency on your data
Success of any SDI depends upon having:
• Well working relationships between suppliers

• A strong understanding of user needs
• Good change management
• It’s not all about technical solutions
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For more information:
http://www.anzlic.gov.au/foundation_spatial_data_framework/
Or contact Simon Costello

Phone: +61 2 6249 9716
Web: www.ga.gov.au
Email: simon.costello@ga.gov.au
Address: Cnr Jerrabomberra Avenue and Hindmarsh Drive, Symonston ACT 2609

Postal Address: GPO Box 378, Canberra ACT 2601

